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LIVES MATTER 
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Editor's Note

A U G U S T  2 0 2 0  

V O L U M E  2  

I S S U E  1

There is an old saying that is purported to be a Chinese proverb -

"May you live in interesting times," and we are certainly doing that. 

Between the pandemic, protests, political and racial strife, and just

living your every day lives, nobody would blame you if you felt

overwhelmed, frustrated and uncertain.

I created GeneratioNext to give Black youth such as yourself a safe

place to vent those feelings, to tell your stories, and to create your

own narratives about who you are, instead of letting others do it

for you.  

This is our first digital issue and I am incredibly excited to

welcome so many writers and content creators as we enter this

brave new world. 

The theme of this issue is Black Lives Matter, because your life, you

stories, your voice does matter! 

Until next time...

DR. ANGELA N. PARKER

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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YOUR

FUTURE 

IS

CALLING

AND

YOU MUST GO
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HOW'S THE
WEATHER
OVER 
HERE?

      As a regular 12- year- old Nigerian, I jumped with

excitement on hearing that I would be traveling out of the

country. Not just to any country, but to America.  What?!!

The land of the free? The home of the rich? The problem-

free abode? I geeked with joy, for somehow, I thought I

might transform into a whole new person, and be free from

all my worries or problems.  I packed a few of my clothes,

probably thinking that new clothes would automatically be

handed to me at the airport or something. I also thought

that I might grow some wings or a couple of feathers

the moment I cross the borders. I can’t even explain what I

had in mind.

    As I stepped into the aircraft, I

glanced with awe at the air hostesses with

their beautiful smiles, bright red lipsticks, and

poised stance. This made my expectation even

more unrealistic. Don’t get me wrong. I had

been educated, raised right, and taught the

importance of hard work. I just didn’t think

that anyone needed to work hard in

America.  

BY ASHLEY MMA IGBOKWE
IG:  MDICHIMMA

“The only way of
finding the limits of
the possible is by
going beyond them
into the impossible.”
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    I had learned to be kind and generous, but

didn’t think that anyone was ever sad, in

need of a friend, or poor in America.  With

this perfect picture in my head, I slept

peacefully from Murtala Muhammed

International airport, Lagos, to Thurgood

Marshall Airport, Washington D.C., excluding

layovers, of course.

   During the first week of my arrival, while

driving down the road with my aunt in her

mustard colored jeep, I would say to myself,

“I am in America ''. It didn’t seem real. I

enjoyed the trees, the clean roads, and the

assorted snacks. The weather, not so much. I

had arrived in the winter. Back in Nigeria,

whether winter or summer, the weather

stayed warm, or you somehow found a way

of adjusting to it. This warmth definitely

didn’t have to do with just the heat, but with

the acceptance and comfort felt around

everyone. 

Back home, adjusting to the weather, or

anything else was much easier because other

people stayed in your business.In Nigeria, the

mothers felt obliged to take care of any other

child they knew, or even found on the streets.

You could be taking a walk on the streets and

get scolded by a random woman for not

covering yourself properly in extremely hot or

cold weather, and then she would take off one

of her wrappers-a piece clothing usually

wrapped around the waist to clothe the lower

body- and hand it to you to cover up. In Nigeria,

an old woman wears a double wrapper so that

she can use the second wrapper to clothe a

naked child if she sees one. Another practice is

seeing everyone older than you as an aunt or

uncle regardless of their relationship to you.

This makes the relationship between all

Nigerians warm and comfortable, although

annoying sometimes.
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     It took a lot to adjust to the weather over

here.      

       I still haven’t done so.  America is

completely different. I have had to learn

independence in every aspect of life. A child

can roam the streets

naked and be completely ignored because it

is his / her choice. Next door neighbors

barely talk to each other as everyone silently

and solely struggles to bring their American

Dream into reality. 

   

      Although individuals have their part

to play in achieving their dreams, society

plays a huge role too. Warmth is essential.

But while we try to put on our leather jackets

and winter coats, the terribly low

temperatures of the atmosphere can

overshadow all of our efforts.

Since coming to America, I have noticed the

extra efforts that people who look like me

put into getting the recognition that they

deserve; the acceptance, comfort, and

warmth that they need from society in order

to thrive. I don’t think anyone would be

comfortable in an extremely cold place; so,

we dress up twice as much just to receive

half the warmth.

    America has been an eye opener for

me. For the first time, I learned about the

different Black celebrities who have worked

their way to the peak of the mountain and

reached the sun, despite the cold weather,

and despite the heater being turned on for

one group rather than for all. 

      I have learned about legends like Oprah

Winfrey who worked her way to the top despite

being labeled “unfit for television,” or Barack

Obama who broke a barrier as old as The

Republic and became president.Let us, in our

color and in our pride, reach out for one

another. Let us have double wrappers handy at

all times ready to help a fellow one trapped in

the cold. Let us provide our Black youths with

the warmth and comfort they need to thrive in

an environment like this. I appreciate Black

organizations like the Black Entertainment

Television (BET) network and the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored

People (NAACP), who award Black excellence

and aim to give Black people the opportunity

and recognition that they deserve, and I look

forward to more platforms with the same

goals.

     

Let us not depend on the temperature

of the atmosphere, but in unity, and with the

radiance, and support from one another, make

our own fire.

    So, when I am asked by people in

Nigeria, “How’s the weather over there?,” I’m

not sure whether they are asking about the

ambient temperature or the temperature of

people’s countenance. Either way, I reply, “It is

not as warm as it is back in Nigeria,” and I guess

that answers all the questions.

I SSUE  1  /VOL  2
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    I can’t help the anger, frustration, sadness I feel about the recent events
happening to Black women and men. My last nights have been spent advocating
for Black Lives Matter (BLM) and deflecting racial slurs. I haven’t really slept since
the George Floyd incident, as the videos of his murder and others replay in my
mind. The killing of innocent Black lives has become the new normal for my
generation. I have become numb and desensitized to violence, especially when
watching videos on social media, or reading headlines about another Black life
being taken at the hands of the police department. Black families have to live in
constant fear of seeing their child dead on the news because of the color of their
skin. 

     Enough is Enough!

18

NO JUSTICE.
NO PEACE .
By Nadia Charles 
IG: nadiia.sc
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    You can no longer be ignorant or pretend to

not know the current climate of the country

because there are too many resources

available. Don’t just repost pictures because it

is trendy, but repost to spread awareness. Take

the time out of your day to educate yourself

about what has happened to these innocent

Black people. Remember their names. I saw

too many people, especially celebrities who not

only have the finances but a platform that

influences millions, only post a black square on

#BlackoutTuesday, as if that was enough.

Actions speak louder than words and the

youth, specifically GenZ, can’t be the only ones

fighting for progress. Discuss the hard and

uncomfortable topics such as race and white

privilege with your friends, family, and even

your school community. Let’s fight hard for

Ahmaud Arbery, George Floyd, Breonna Taylor,

Tony McDade, and the countless others who

died at the hands of policemen. Riots are the

language of the unheard,” said Dr. King, and it’s

about time they hear us. This is my reality as a

17-year-old African American girl but this is

OUR fight.

     

A post on Instagram was titled, “Things Black

People are expected to do after witnessing the

murder of yet another Black life”. On the list, it

said, “show up to work/school, smile, and not

randomly burst into tears.” Every time that

another senseless murder has hurt the Black

community we are forced to suppress all

emotions as I do when I wake up to attend my

predominately white private school. Black

people shouldn’t be afraid to express their

emotions, but don’t out of the fear of being

seen as unprofessional or fitting into society’s

stereotypes of the “angry Black person.”

I SSUE  1  /VOL  2GENEXT

"Black families have to live in constant fear
of seeing their child dead on the news
because of the color of their skin.
Enough is Enough!"

|  7



       I’m sure that even if you aren’t a user, you’ve
heard of TikTok. In 2018, TikTok became the most
downloaded app in the Apple App Store. Only
allowing videos less than 60 seconds, it has captured
the eyes and ears of millions, including myself. On
the surface, it’s a platform for dancing and lip-
syncing along to familiar songs, but in my time, I
discovered a different face of the app. Social Activist
TikTok.  Content creators on Social Activist TikTok
have built platforms by speaking on social issues
that impact communities they care about. These
accounts are dedicated to educating viewers on
topics such as racism and prejudice, homophobia,
transphobia, and ableism.

    A common problem on TikTok is what users
call “shadow ban.” Creators report less and less
views and removal of likes on videos that
mention sensitive or controversial topics, an
attempt to censor free speech on the app.

Despite these efforts to censor content, users of
the app, especially those on the social activist
side, are able to spread information very
quickly. Beginning with his event in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, TikTok users reserved thousands of
tickets to President Trump’s election rallies,
leaving the majority of the seats empty. The
low turnout was the joke of the week, and the
US president was on the receiving end. And
less than three weeks later, Trump announced
that TikTok may be banned in the United
States due to the Chinese spyware supposedly
built into it. Coincidence?

TIKTOK 

ACTIVISM

By Lindsey Sands
IG: lindseyburnerofthebreadBy 

GENEXT
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    In other news, with the recent resurgence of
the Black Lives Matter movement, a lot of
activist creators, whose focuses weren’t
already centered around people of color, have
begun to highlight the intersectional struggles
of Black, Indigenous, people of color (BIPOC)
communities. Although they intend to spread
messages of positive change, creators are not
exempt from backlash.

 More recently, popular TikTokker Claira
Janover has been trending on Twitter because
of her recent controversy. She uploaded a
TikTok that made an analogy of how the All
Lives Matter movement is detrimental to the
Black Lives Matter movement. In the video, she
proposed a hypothetical scenario in which she
stabs, yes, stabs someone for saying All Lives
Matter then presents her paper cut and states
“[Her] cut matters, too.” Despite her comment
on the video saying, “For legal reasons this is a
joke,” verified Twitter user tweeted the TikTok
in hopes of a negative response.

A lot of the politically right-wing viewers of the
tweet took Janover’s words to heart and
proceeded to send her all types of hate
massages. They dubbed her a “homicidal
Asian” and lobbied for her punishment,
demanding that Harvard expel her and Deloitte,
a consultant company, fire her from her
summer internship and rescind the job offer
they gave her, and Deloitte complied. When
Janover received Deloitte’s statement, she
uploaded videos in tears.

 On the other hand, many TikTok activists
took Janover’s side. Petitions popped up
and popular creators such as Jackie James
(@fatraco0n) and Caleb King (@alaskan.boii)
made videos defending Janover, asking
Deloitte to give her job back and for people
to stop sending hate over the
misunderstanding. Janover’s story blew up,
but hers is not the only one. With the
increased popularization of TikTok has come
the ominous “cancel culture.” The more fans
people accumulate, the more viewers start
digging into their pasts. And this is not
TikTok exclusive. Famous creators on all
platforms are scrutinized under a bright
light, so it is up to the fans and followers to
decide who they support.

ISSUE 1 /VOL 2
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 For more than 30 years Nijel Binns has
been a creator. The stories that he was
woven with bronze, block, wood and
stone have paid homage to, among
others, the scholars, musicians,
politicians, kings and mothers who make
up the story of the Africa Diaspora.

Binns most well-known public monument is
the “Mother of Humanity,” a 16 ft., two ton
bronze monument that pays tribute to peace,
a mother’s loving-kindness, and the
singularity of the human family. Unveiled on
Mother’s Day, on May 11, 1996, it is
permanently installed at the Watts Labor
Community Action Committee. Binns
envisions five identical copies in Australia,
Brazil, China, India, Spain and Africa, as
places of healing.

BLACK ART MATTERS: 
NIJEL BINNS ICONIC

PIECES CELEBRATES THE

BLACK EXPERIENCE 

By Angela N. Parker
IG: ap925344 

ISSUE 1 /VOL 2  
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 “Every piece is a true discovery for me, as it is
for the viewer,” said Binns. “The work of art
that is most relevant for the time that we are
living in is the “Mother of Humanity®”
monument. The implications of what this
monument holds for humanity is far reaching,
and it appears that it will have an impact on
future generations for a very, very long time to
come.”

However, despite the popularity of his
sculptors, and the iconic status it has
bestowed upon him, Binns doesn’t necessarily
define himself as “an artist.” A man of many
talents, Binns has drawn on his various
careers to tell stories that seem to penetrate
into one’s very soul. “

I say that I am an artist for simplification
purposes… (but) that is just one part of me,”
said Binns. “I am a practicing martial artist
since 1968 (so) some people know me only as
Nijel, the martial artist… I have authored a few
books, so some people only know me as an
author. So (to) make it easy you can define me
by my name, Nijel, which is a title (that) means
“Black Prince of God,” said Binns.

Blackness is celebrated throughout Binns’
work whose draws on his own life experiences
in his works. Born in Battersea, England in
1956 to African and Jamaican parents, Binns
migrated to the United States citizen in the
1960’s, where he was introduced to painting
and sculpture at St. Benedict’s Preparatory
and Seton Hall High schools in New Jersey.  

While Binns was a self-taught artist and writer,
throughout the years, he received professional
mentorship under iconic African American
master sculptors Felix De Weldon and sculptor
Ed Dwight.  Currently, Nijel heads the Los.
Angeles based sculpting firm Nijart International,
LLC. 

Binns rose to prominence as a portrait sculptor
in 1990 when he was commissioned to sculpt
pop icon, Michael Jackson, for the “Top Selling
Artist of the Decade” tribute. He recently unveiled
a monument to the Honorable Mervyn M. Dymally
in his home town of Cedros, Trinidad and his
forthcoming state side commissions include a
bronze memorial to fallen officers for the Los
Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs, and a
massive Mexican American All Wars Memorial in
East Los Angeles. He has also been praised for
his piece on Tupac Shakur.

Additional portrait sculptures include a wax
portrait sculpture of the late astronaut Colonel
Ron McNair for the Great Blacks in Wax Museum
in Baltimore, MD, as well as the only life-sized
bronzed sculpture of the famous child actress
Shirley Temple for Fox Studios. There is also a
life-sized bronze busts of Los Angeles’ retired
Urban League President John W. Mack for the
Los Angeles Urban League Headquarters, and a
life sized bronze bust of Councilman retired Nate
Holden for the Nate Holden Performing Arts
Center in Los Angeles.

I SSUE  1  /VOL  2
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 Binns’s large bas reliefs are found at the John
W. Mack Elementary School, and at the
Charmette Bonpua Skate Park in Los Angeles.
On a smaller scale, Binns has produced yearly
awards for the Los Angeles Urban League, the
Lula Washington’s Dance Company, The Pan
African Film Festival, In The Meantime Men’s
Group in Los Angeles, and The American
Society for Cell Biology.

As an iconic figure in the African American art
community, Binns does feel a certain
responsibility to share what he has learned
with the community that has embraced his
work.

“You have to understand that I did not go to a
school or university to learn what I have
done,” said Binns. “I simply embarked on a
quest to discover the truth in what I was doing
and I found it impossible to settle for a lie.

So, I feel that I have a responsibility to be clear
about what I do and share my work, my
knowledge and understanding.

 

 

”Binns has created many unforgettable pieces
but he doesn’t necessarily see his as a testament
to his talents but a tribute to what is possible
when you put your mind to it. 

“As an artist, among other things, I can create,
destroy and recreate myself to last for a
thousand years if I wanted to. But is that what it
all boils down to?? It’s really not about me, is it?
If you want to remember me for anything,
remember this simple advice I give you,
‘Whatever you do in life should be as easy as
breathing’,” said Binns. 

And, while Binns is proud of his body of work, he
also has a hunger to find new ways to express
himself. “I am always grateful when I find that my
work is appreciated, but I myself am never
completely satisfied that I have done my best. I
always find that I could be clearer in what I see
and I am always looking for ways to express
that,” said Binns.“I have a great interest in
portrait sculpting. I am drawn to this form of
sculpting because it allows me to discover, in 3D,
the clearest, most accurate understanding of a
human being that is possible,” said Binns. “I can
take a great portrait photo, or make an oil
painting. However, when I sculpt and have to
become conscious of the inner psyche, every
angle, form and shape of a human being. That for
me, becomes a great exercise in seeing what is. I
reached this level of understanding by studying
the life and work of Muhammad Ali, Bruce Lee
and Michael Jackson.”
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HOW SWEET THE SOUND:
GOSPEL’S HIDDEN ROOTS IN
SOUTH LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES - Gospel music is so synonymous with the

Black church today, that it is hard to imagine a time

when the sweet sounds that so many have come to

cherish was new, exciting and a little controversial.

Looking back at the roots of the genre, the effect it had

on the Black  community, and the titans who emerged

from melodic origins, it is clear that Gospel music is not

only Black history, but the history of Black  Los Angeles,

yet it is a history that few bother to study. Dr. Daniel

E.Walker hopes to change that.

Walker has spent years chronicling the evolution of

gospel music and preserving its history. In addition to

creating the Gospel Music Archive at USC, Walker is the

author of the critically-acclaimed book When Roosters

Crow, Let's Have Church, was recently the lead historian

for the exhibit How Sweet the Sound: Gospel Music in Los

Angeles at the California African American Museum

(CAAM).

“For the past 40 years I have been really

concerned about preserving and

 providing access to people about the history of

Gospel music,”’ said Walker. “That has been my

mission as a historian and archivist.  As an 

academic you are always looking at what to

study next and here is this huge genre of life

and people that is not studied very well…there

are more books written on Miles Davis then

there are about all the history of gospel music

from the beginning to today.”

BY ANGELA N. PARKER

ISSUE 1 /VOL 2 
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The documentary aired as the tenth episode of the PBS

Emmy Award-winning television series Artbound, and

aired on KCET, PBS and DirecTV and Dish Nation. The

episode was co-produced by Wrong Creative and

produced in conjunction with the Heritage Music

Foundation.

Walker believes that Los Angeles was the perfect place

for the rise of a new type of gospel music because of

what it represents and the opportunities it could provide.

He points out that the Black Migration to Los Angeles was

built on optimism and that Los Angeles offered its new

residents “a new sun shinny place where anything felt

possible.”

“When you think about gospel, it’s ‘the good news’, and

with gospel music you’re signing about the good news,

and you have the entertainment industry centered right

here, so when you have people who are so optimistic

coming with their traditions, and wanting to perfect and

innovate their traditions, and you have an entertainment

industry that is all about perfecting and performing art,

and you put that together, you kind of have a perfect

storm,” said Walker.

For a decade that storm made noise and laid waste to the

past, while creating a new, loud and bold future for

Blacks in Los Angeles.

But much of that has been forgotten.

The Cornerstone Institutional Baptist Church, on the

corner of Western and Slauson avenues, which was

founded by James Cleveland, and where so much of this

music was sang, is now a Big Lots, and many churches in

South Los Angeles face an aging population and

decreasing attendance. Still, that part of history lives on

in the vinyl records and digital streams that make a

singer like James Cleveland immortal.

 

I SSUE  1  /VOL  2GENEXT

The history of Gospel music in South Los

Angeles is important. The 1960’s was a

tumultuous time for Black Angelinos, many

who had migrated from the South in hopes of a

better life but had found themselves the

victims of over unfair housing policies, lack of

jobs and police discrimination. Their

frustrations erupted in 1965, in Watts, as the

city erupted in violence protests for days, and

while the Watts Rebellion had its dark

moments, it was a turning point for the Black

community.

In the aftermath of the community organized

itself both culturally and politically, and would

find itself as the center of a music revolution

that would not only birth this new sound, but

help start a political movement that would

usher in Tom Bradley as the first Black mayor of

Los Angeles.

Gospel music had always existed in churches,

but there was a formalized style to the songs

that was very much steeped in tradition and

decorum.

As the co-producer of the documentary How

Sweet the Sound: Gospel Music in Los Angeles,

Walker was determined to create a visual

narrative that takes viewers back to South Los

Angeles in the 1960’s and 1970’s, when the west

coast redefined the sound of gospel and

broadcast it to the world.

|  14
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"This is our history. It tells our story and without our story

we don’t have a foundation, we’re just lost,” said Walker.

“It’s important to know what we have gone through and

continue to survive, not just in America, but in Los

Angeles, with two major race riots, gentrification, with so

much community change, we laid down a foundation…

and we believed, and continue to believe, that we can

overcome. Our history is what glues us to something…it

connects us to our grandparents, it connects us to our

parents, it connects us to our children…that is what

knowing our history does for us.”

Walker hopes that this documentary will serve as an

important window into Los Angeles’ past while offering

some insights our present and our future.

“I hope that the people who watch this documentary get

a sense of possibility,” said Walker. “In 1965 there is this

devastating racial upheaval and then eight years later

they elect the first Black mayor in Los Angeles. Imagine

going from feeling at your worse in 1965, to such joy and

optimism eight years later. It is a reminder that in the

midst of such terrible situations things can change.”“

Back then well-meaning people of all races --- Whites,

Hispanics, and Asians put their race stuff aside and

elected the best person for the job,” Walker continued.

“And if they can do that then, the majority of people can

come together now, and we can put our differences aside

and do the right thing for each other.”
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Much of the documentary revolves around

the role James Cleveland played in

ushering a “golden age” of gospel music

that birthed the “big choir” sound where

albums were recorded with local church

choirs, making the music mainstream and

accessible to a wider audience.

 Walker, however, is quick to point out that

he was not the only gospel singer making

waves.The documentary also looks at what

lead to the recording of the highest selling

album in the history of gospel music,

Aretha Franklin's Amazing Grace, and

spotlights many of the choirs that

participated in Cleveland’s Gospel Music

Workshop of America. 

“In addition to Cleveland there was also

Mattie Mark Clark and the Clark Sisters…

there was Andrae Crouch… there was the

Hawkins family… but James Cleveland was

the first person that understood the

marketability of gospel music,” said Walker.

“Prior to (Cleveland) people didn’t buy

albums of choirs, they were buying soloist.

Cleveland changed that…it is important to

remember that he also had a record

contract with Savoy that gave him the

infrastructure to put songs on wax the next

day.”

These gospels singers would go on to be

staples in the living rooms of Black families,

their songs song in Black churches and

their stories were the stories of the Black

experience in America.

|  15



love
is all we
need.



 Q. Dear Tea Spiller,
   I haven’t been able to see my boyfriend because  of COVID and I’m starting to feel like he’s losing  interest. What   
   should I do?
  
   A: We are in very rough times right now. It is hard enough not being  able to be as close to the ones we love. But we    
  are lucky to have  technology! You can talk to your boyfriend by text or call him. Have  virtual hangouts and   
  FaceTime or video call each other. He may just miss  having you around him all the time. I believe in a relationship,  
  communication is definitely key! So share how you feel with him and see  what happens. Best of luck to you!

    Q: Dear Tea Spiller,
     I just found out that my parents put an ap that      
     tracks when I drive My  car and how fast I’m going 
     and they call me all the time to criticize me  
     about something while I’m out. What should I do?

    A: That can definitely feel annoying! Your parents  
    just want to ensure  you are safe on the, and this  
    may be the only way they know how to. The   
    things they criticize you about are just to help you    
    out. However, as  this is hurting you, you could 
   speak to them. Let them know how  responsible 
   you are and show them that you are able to drive 
   well on  your own. After all, seeing is believing, 
   right?Hope everything goes well!

#SPILL THE

TEA

Q. Dear Tea Spiller,

My friend blocked me on IG and won’t tell me why.

What should I do?

A:  That's a tough situation. You can start by revisiting

past  conversations. Did you say or do anything that may

have offended your  friend? Did she give any hint that

they were upset? Maybe he/she just  needs some space

to figure things out. In the meantime, you could kindly 

 ask a mutual friend to check up on him/her and pass

any well wishes or  message. You could also pay them a

visit or ask to hang out with them  and talk things

through through this mutual friend. But first, give some 

 space. Good luck!

Need advice? email us aparkeronline@yahoo.com
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Tell me a story...

THROUGH

The looking glass



A Young
Queen in the

Making 

BY CHYANNE ROBINSON



You look at me…

What do you see?

A big poof, slicked back, Young woman with a dream?

 No cap, yeah that’s me.

When I look at me?

I see a tilted crown , but soon it’ll be straightened.

Hair a bit messy,

But the thoughts are straight aiming.

A young girl who is brown,

Skin drowned in cocoa butter,
Melanin glistening as the sun is on my side.

I get it from my roots 

But there’s rules that apply...A few words that I took to heart my
family never lies.

“Be confident in what you say, They may take it the wrong way”

“Stay true to who you are, There’s no reason to be confined”

“You’re beautiful as you are regardless of the racial scars.”

“There are words that can hurt, But don’t let them put you under”
“A mask won’t be needed the truth ‘ll set you free
”These rules are what make me…

A young queen in the making.
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BY EMMANUELLA ILUEBBEY

In the Mirror  



With ragged clothing and torn hems,

Bruises line the length of her arms, 

Criss-crossing over the recently healed scabs. 

She reeks as though without a bath for long.

Her hair is shabby and outgrown,

With dirt making home in the midst of knotted, twisted strands.

Mud streaks down her face from her temples,

Dripping onto her scaly, calloused palms.

But standing in front of the mirror,
She sees none of that.
Instead, in her place is a lady.

One of seemingly high esteem. 

Her body is clothed in fine, purple linen,

And silk of the finest brand.

And on her head,

A crown adorned with jewels sits. 

Her hair cascades down her back,

Woven beautifully behind her.
The scent she exudes serenades the atmosphere,

Enticing those around her.
Her being gives off light and life.

She smiles at the reflection she sees,

As tears run down her face.
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PERFECT
EXPECTATIONS 

A  COMPANION  TO  IN  THE  MIRROR  BY  

 EMMANUELLA  I LUEBBEY

But then, she looks into a mirror and... she sees

someone different! 

Suddenly, she sees this very beautiful woman

dressed in an expensive silk dress, with purple dye.

The woman also wears a crown of jewels on her

head, with beautifully woven hair flowing behind

her. This lady smells nice and radiates light and life.

The dirty woman smiles at the reflection she sees,

while a tear runs down her face.

Humans today have mastered the art of pretense. A

lot of people are not what they seem. They are worn

out by their past experiences and hurt, and are

hiding under veils of mock happiness. When some

people look at themselves, all they can see are

broken vessels holding broken spirits. They appear

full of life and laughter, but on the inside... they are

slowly decaying. 

 The saddest part is that an onlooker from the

outside won't have a single clue. People have issues

that they are dealing with, and not everyone wants

to go about announcing them.  

They go about, day after day, trying to convince

others that they are good. Some are burdened with

the expectations of friends, families, bosses or

whoever it may be to be perfect. They simply cannot

appear weak or incapable. I believe you reading this

may have felt this way at least once in your lifetime,

no matter how minute the situation.

This article is based on my poem, In the Mirror.  

The poem is about a female who is dressed in

rags. She is looking very dirty and unkempt like

she hasn't had a good wash in a long time. Her

hair is twisted into knots and there's dirt in it,

and she stinks. There's mud dripping off her face

into her hands. In fact, she is just an eyesore!
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In some cases, it could just be plain pride preventing them from reaching out honestly. They don't want

to appear like they are struggling before their peers. For some, they fear what people would think about

them. I fall into this category sometimes, and it's not a fun place to be in. However, a person cannot be

perfect.  

My best friend once told me that I should not expect anyone to think of me as perfect, I shouldn't expect

people to see me without any flaws or defects.  

The lady represents those that don't feel too good inside but have to look good outside. The poem

speaks for them. Those that need help but can't find any.  

As good people, we should not put pressure on others to be incapable of doing anything wrong. It is

simply inevitable. As the saying goes, “no one is perfect.”
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The Reason
CHYANNE ROBINSON



What was the reason?

Yeah, I got the same question
Why my head hangs low
Or how I can’t stand the thought of being different
 Welp, there is no change in the way things go
No range of the anger that has yet to explode  

Keep asking myself, “Why do you contain this?”

Look ahead, real closely
Every single moment ain’t granted for one’s like me
 “STAND STILL, DON’T MOVE!”‘

Cause we’re looked at as crude. 

Want to keep me in a box 

Like I’m a mime of such sort 
Going downstairs, though they’re not there 

Leaving you clueless as to why I’m not there 

Won’t accept these crooked ways
 This is me and my rights… can’t even speak… what a shame. 

 Leave me down 

Knee deep into a shoulder 
With no sight but the pavement. 
You left ‘em there
Kept ‘em swaying
Spit your lies, but there’s a fire beyond them round eyes.  

Back again with the reason
To why I hang onto my history? 

Is the same reason of these borders;

To keep us contained …“in our lane.”

Feels like Uno, draw the strap, reverse the curse to where you see
me then clutch your purse. 

Draw 4...skip that speak no facts just cap,

Here I am in this game, but this is one I didn’t sign up to play.
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